I wish to study what you have said today before responding fully tomorrow.

You have mentioned the importance of the issue of the Basic Party issue. I would note that two sides appear still to be far apart but we express the hope that next meeting this week will bring us closer together.

Before ending my remarks today I want to respond to the charge that it is an U.S. which is delaying the completion of the agreement. What you refer to as new issues are primarily differences.
What we have proposed are clarifications on issues with the intention to prevent misunderstandings and failure in our planning.

Interpretation of action:

We have proposed recently for a new law in the context of depressed trajectory that it is our feeling this is a simple proposal but equally in the interest of both sides we feel that the sound union has frequently raised new issues which have slowed up the completion of the agreement. Today you have for the first time raised the issue given proposal of limiting density vehicles on light 10:31.